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Konacno.. Veliki Narodni Kuvar Pdf Download Veliki Narodni Kuvar Pdf Download veliki narodni kuvar, veliki narodni kuvar recepti, veliki narodni kuvar spasenija pata markovic, veliki narodni kuvar pdf .1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a recording apparatus and a recording method and more particularly to a recording apparatus and a recording method capable of forming high-quality image by reducing impurity
components in a coloring agent. 2. Description of the Prior Art Recording methods include: a method in which a coloring agent is directly applied to a recording medium, such as a sheet of paper, and is then heated to cause the coloring agent to adhere to the recording medium; and a method in which an ink ribbon is applied to a recording medium, and the coloring agent is transferred to the recording medium by heating the ink ribbon. The
method in which the coloring agent is applied directly to the recording medium is more generally employed as a direct thermal recording method. In the direct thermal recording method, as the recording medium is directly heated by heating means, there is no need to control the heat energy for recording as in the heat-sensitive recording method or the heat transfer recording method. Moreover, in the direct thermal recording method, it is possible
to perform recording at high speeds. The direct thermal recording method is divided into two methods: a sublimation type and a fusion type. In the sublimation type, the coloring agent is applied in the form of a coating and is then thermally transferred from the coating to a recording medium, such as a sheet of paper. In the fusion type, the coloring agent is applied to the recording medium in the form of an ink ribbon and is transferred to the
recording medium by heating the ink ribbon. In the recording medium, there is no limit to the color materials that can be used. However, the color material that is most widely used is black. A coloring agent is generally composed of a diazo compound or a quinacridone pigment as a coloring material for black. In recent years, it has been proposed that coloring agents containing no diazo compound or quinacridone pigment should be employed.
For example, Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. HEI 6-240636 proposes a thermal recording method which employs a coloring agent containing a polyamide resin. In 2d92ce491b
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